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WORDS BY PAUL ODLIN

BUNCH RIDING PART 2
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I started studying at University of Otago in 1998 - the year I began 
road racing and bunch riding.  I was a young adult at the time 
but still remember my lack of social confidence around the old 

timers of the sport who stood firmly at the top of (local) cycling’s 
pecking order. 

It’s funny for me to reflect that I must be one of those ‘old-timers’ 
now! But also important to remember that I, like many others, have 
the responsibility to welcome new-comers into what can be an 
unwelcoming sport.

My memories extend to times when I was yelled at for doing the 
unsafe and wrong thing in a bunch.  I had come from a running/
mountain biking background, I’d had no bunch ride training and 
wasn’t aware of things like not being able to use your front brake 
while a cyclist was following. This was how I learnt - from being 
yelled at!

To avoid a screaming match, whether you’re new to cycling or have 
been around the block a while, the following tips are a vital way to 
stay safe, improve your bunch riding and make it more enjoyable:

If completely new to bunch riding then best you start in a small 
group. When group training my athletes the ideal number is 
somewhere between seven and nine. With an anti-clockwise rotation 
system, an odd number of cyclists is ideal (but not essential) as it 
means you ride next to everyone in the group.  Having more than 
five provides ample opportunity for everyone to recover behind the 
front ultimately lifting the speed of the group. More than nine means 
a greater chance of hold ups through intersections, increased chance 
of punctures, and greater safety management is required, while not 
proportionately increasing bunch ‘presence’ on the road.

When bunch riding two-abreast the first key is to ride ‘shoulder to 
shoulder’ - half wheeling sucks!  From a safety concern, riding the 
same speed and place along the road reduces the risk of ‘hooking’ 
the adjacent cyclist’s handlebars: if you bump them it will be 
shoulder to shoulder, elbow to elbow or handlebar to handlebar.  
It also is far easier for those drafting behind to keep shoulder to 
shoulder; hold better conversation and you will more likely be both 
riding within your capabilities.  

Scout, shout and point out hazards on and off the road. My rule of 
thumb is to point everything out and use voice only when necessary, 
i.e. when a hazard cannot be ridden over (this doesn’t include drain 
covers).

KEEP LEFT!  Axed facebook page ‘NZ motorists against idiot cyclists’ 
provided what most cyclists who drive already know about the 
irritation cyclists in bunches riding more than two abreast can 
cause. What I have observed though is often cyclists are legally two 
abreast, but unfortunately not in line with the pair in front. This leads 
to the perception from a few hundred metres behind of a ‘bunch 
three-abreast all over the road’.  How many times have you read or 
heard that! 

Riding in a bunch requires a skill level not inherent in any of us 
when first introduced to the sport; what you must do is practice, 
practice, practice and apply the above guidelines and others that 
experienced riders share.  Finally every time you start a ride make a 
conscious note of the inherent dangers, not to instil paranoia but to 
be over safe.

Ride in a bunch, enjoy, be safe, improve and ride strong.

Do you avoid bunch rides because they’re not your bag? In his previous column 
professional cycle coach Paul Odlin identified why cyclists of all abilities 
should improve their performance and experience through riding in a bunch.  
In addition to sharing his personal experiences of learning to bunch ride, Paul 
covers the ‘how to’ bunch ride: four crucial tips to improve your bunch riding 
experience and safety - a big part of his motivation to be a cycle coach. 

APPLYING THE GUIDELINES IN THIS ARTICLE AND 
PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE WILL ENABLE YOU TO 
RIDE CONFIDENTLY AND SAFELY IN A BUNCH.
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